Let X 1 , ••• , Xn be joint {±l}-valued random variables. It is known that conditioning on a random subset of 0(1/102) of them reduces their average pairwise covariance to below 10 (in expectation). We conjecture that 0(1/102) can be improved to 0(1/10). The motivation for the problem and our conjectured improvement comes from the theory of global correlation rounding for convex relaxation hierarchies. We suggest attempting the conjecture in the case that X 1 , ••• , X n are the leaves of an information flow tree. We prove the conjecture in the case that the information flow tree is a caterpillar graph (similar to a two-state hidden Markov model).
geneous star") is particularly instructive. Let X 0 rv {±l} be uniformly random and suppose X = (X I, ... , X n) is a list of independent "p-correlated" copies of X 0 (where p E [0,1 D. I.e., for each j E [n] we have Xj = XoRj, where RI, ... , Rn are independent {±l }-valued random variables satisfying E[Rj] = p. By syrmnetry, all sets J in the definition of avgCovlt(X) contribute equally to the average, so suppose we condition on Xl' ... ' Xt. It is not hard to check that the conditional average covariance of X t + 1 , ... , X n is then p2 Var[Xo I X 1 , ··· , Xt].
If p :s; VE then this quantity is automatically at most e, even without conditioning. On the other hand, if p » VE then we need to rely on the conditional variance above being small. It's not difficult to show via a Hoeffding bound that this conditional variance is very small if (and only if) tp2 » 1; i.e., p» 1/0. Thus by taking t slightly bigger than 1/ e, the case of p » VE is handled as well. In other words, these rough calculations confirm (perhaps up to a log factor) that Conjecture A holds for the homogeneous star for every value of p. This example also implies that one cannot hope for an improved bound of t < o(l/e) in Conjecture A .
A. Information flow trees
We attempt to prove Conjecture A for information flow trees, which have been studied in many contexts: the theory of noisy communication, statistical physics, biology, and learning theory (cf. [4] , [5] ). then X v is set to Xu with probability � + � p ( u, v ) and is set to -Xu otherwise. We add the remark that in the end, each X v is individually uniformly distributed on {±1}.
The "homogeneous star" discussed earlier is thus a simple example of an information flow tree in which (V, E) is a star graph and P is constant. We think of the vertex random variables X v as the objects of interest, and the edge ran dom variables Re as ancillary information used to construct the X v's. Furthermore, we think of the leaf random variables as being "observable" and the internal random variables as being "hidden."
In this paper we study the special case of Conjecture A in which X I, ... , X n are the leaf random variables of an 1FT.
Referring to Remark 2, in this case we conjecture it is possible to fix t = const/ E independently of X I, ... , X n ' Assuming we can fix t allows some simplifications. Since avgCov l t (X) = avg { avgCov l t( (X khEU)} , U<;; [ n ] IUI =t + 2 it follows that proving the conjecture in the n = t + 2 case suffices to prove it for general n ?: t+2. And when n = t+2, the experiment reduces to the following: we choose a random pair of leaves u and v, condition on all other leaf random variables X w, then measure the (conditional) covariance of Xu, X v. We are led to the following conjecture (substituting t for t + 2 for simplicity):
Conjecture B. Let T be an information flow tree with leaf random variables X I, ... , X t (where t ?: 2). Then
Conjecture B implies Conjecture A in the case that X I, ... , X n are the leaves of an information flow tree, and is stronger in that the bound is O(l/t) for all t.
In § II-IV we present results towards proving Conjecture B, but we are unable to prove the conjecture. The main theorem that we do prove is that Conjecture B holds for caterpillars, which arise naturally in many contexts where IFTs are studied (e.g. hidden Markov models).
Theorem C. Conjecture B holds when the underlying tree of T is a caterpillar graph.
A caterpillar graph is a tree in which every vertex has distance at most 1 from a central spine (path). Equivalently, a caterpillar is a graph of pathwidth 1.
B. Motivation and previous work
Besides being a natural problem in information theory, Conjecture A is motivated by problems in the algorithmic theory of convex relaxation hierarchies. We give here a sketch of the connection, as developed in [1]- [3] , [6] - [lO] .
Consider a Boolean optimization problem such as Max-Cut on a graph G = (V, E), where we write V = [nl; the task is to find a ±1 assignment Xl, .. " Xn to the vertices so as to minimize avg ( u,v )EE XuXv. This is a non-convex (and NP hard) optimization problem. A natural algorithmic approach is to relax it to an (efficiently-solvable) convex optimization problem (e.g. Sherali-Adams LP relaxation, SOS (Las serre Parrilo) SDP relaxation) and then round the relaxed solution to a ±1 assignment with approximately the same value. The relaxations have a tunable "degree" parameter t E � + ; as t increases, the convex relaxations become tighter, but the running time increases like n O( t ).
Roughly speaking, solving these relaxations yields an op timal solution to the original Max-Cut problem, except that instead of returning a ±1 assignment Xl, ... , Xn, the solution returned is a collection of "fake degree-t ±l-valued random variables" X I, ... , X n. In fact, these are not random vari ables, but merely a list of numbers Ps for all S <;;; [nl with l S I ::; t. There is a promise that for each such S there exists a collection of true ±l-valued random variables (Yv)vES with E[IT vES Y vl = Ps. Thus, being very imprecise, an algorithm can treat them as random variables X I, ... ,X n, if they are used in groups of at most t.
The objective function minimized by the convex relaxation is a := avg ( u,v )EE P{u,v}. An algorithm now uses the fake random variables to produce a genuine ±1 assignment Xl, ... , Xn which has, for example, avg ( u,v )EE XuXv ::; a + E. One method is to draw each X j independently according to X j. (This counts as using the fake random variables in groups of size 1 and is thus legal since t ?: 1.) However in doing this we will
P{u}P{v}, which need not bear any relationship to the quantities P{ u,v} entering into the definition of a. It would be desirable if Ip{u ,v} -P{u} p{v} 1 ::; E for all pairs (u, v ), or at least on average over all pairs. In other words, we wish for the "average covariance" (as defined at the beginning of Section I) of the fake random variables X I, ... , X n to be smaller than some E. Of course it need not be, but Conjecture A implies that it can be made so, provided we can condition on some t ::; O(l/E) randomly chosen X/so (It is important that the t random variables be chosen randomly so that the objective function stays the same in expectation. If the algorithm conditions on any t random variables, there is no guarantee that the objective function will not decrease significantly.) Using the Sherali-Adams or SOS relaxations with degree parameter t would allow us to do this in time n O( I /E ).
We see that the quantitative dependence in Conjecture A relates to the running time of algorithms based on "correlation rounding" of Sherali-Adams/SOS hierarchies. One consequence of Conjecture A (cf. [8] ) would be that the Sherali-Adams LP hierarchy gives an arbitrarily good approximation factor to Max Cut on n-vertex, m2-edge graphs in time n O( I /E ). This gives a tradeoff between density and running time that works almost all the way down to the "sparse" regime (i.e., O(n) edges). With the weaker Theorem 1, the running time is n°(1/E2 ) , which is nontrivial when E » n-I /2; i.e., for graphs with w (n3/2) edges.
We end this section by commenting on the Raghavendra-Tan proof [3] of Theorem l. They study the analogue avglnfo 1 t (X) of avgCov l t (X), in which ICov(Xu, Xv)1 is replaced by the mutual information, J(Xu; Xv) ?: O. They deduce very sim l ly from the definitions that for any 0 < T < n -1, L t= -O l avglnfo 1 t (X) ::; 1. This means that 3t < T such that avglnfo 1 t (X) ::; l/T. The relationship ICov[X u, X vl l ::; v'2y'J(Xu; Xv) proves Theorem 1 with a bound of t ::; 2/E2. Thus, proving Conjecture A requires surmounting the quadratic relationship between Ll-distance and KL-distance.
Finally, while it may seem that avgCov l t (X) and avglnfo 1 t (X) should be decreasing functions of t (thereby allowing us to fix t independently of X I, ... , X n in Theorem 1 and Conjecture A), it can be shown that this is false. Proposition 6. For any fixed integer T E � + , there exist random variables X = (Xl," ., X n ), n = T + 2, such that avgCov l t (X) = 0 for t < T but avgCov I T(X) = 1 (and similarly for avglnfo 1 t ).
Proof We simply define X l , ... , X T +2 to be unifonnly random conditioned on X IX 2 ... X T +2 = 1. Then consider any J C [T + 2] and any outcome of (Xj)jEJ. If IJI < T then the remaining X k ' S are (conditionally ) pairwise independent.
On the other hand, if IJI = T then the remaining pair (Xu,Xv) is either uniform on {(+I,+I),(-I,-I)} or uni form on {( + 1, -1), ( -1, + 1) }; in either case, the (conditional) covariance is 1.
• C. Organization of this paper
In §II, we state assumptions about the structure of our IFTs that preserve the joint distribution on the leaf random variables.
§III contains an explicit formula for the covariance of two leaves in an infonnation flow tree conditioned on some outcome of the other leaves. In §III-A we show that this expression is nondecreasing as a function of edge correlations along the spine and reduce the caterpillar to an inhomogeneous star, which we analyze in §IV. The proof of Theorem C is given in §V.
II. INFORMATION FLOW TREE EQUIVALENCES
Given an information flow tree, it can be modified while preserving the joint distribution on its leaf random variables. Since Conjecture B and Theorem C are only concerned with the leaf random variables, we are free to make such modifications. We assume without loss of generality that p ( e) � 0 for all edges e, except for edges incident to leaves. Any infonna tion flow tree whose underlying graph is a caterpillar has an equivalent simple information flow caterpillar tree, wherein the internal vertices form a path and each internal vertex is adjacent to exactly one leaf [11] .
III. CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE ON GENERAL TREES
Suppose X Vi' X V m are two vertex random variables in an 1FT. Prior to any conditioning, their covariance is equal to the product of p (e) along edges e joining VI and Vm. We give a formula for their expected covariance conditioned on any event comprised of several conditionally independent events. 
holds for a given m E � + , we prove it for m + I, denoted by in. For random variable Y and assignment y, let Iy:y denote the event Y = y. Thus we need to show m m i=l i=l . (X l -x� )(xm -X;"'). Xffi 'Xffi
The inner sum (i.e., the second line in (6)), is zero when Xm = x;.,, ; by some algebra, the contribution from the two Xm i= x;." summands is A;t,Ari,Pm(Xm -x� ) . Thus (6) is
W IC is 0::1 P i 0::1 A t Ai by (3).
•
We present an equivalent way to write (2) below. Cov[X 1, X miL] is also nonnegative. We are interested in the expected value of this quantity over all the outcomes L.
Here we show that this expected covariance cannot decrease if one of the P i increases. This property is not immediately obvious from Theorem 8, since the expressions Pr[X (±1, ... , ±1) I L] are dependent on the p/s. Suppose now that the original tree was a caterpillar. After contracting the path, the collection 1: of leaves that were originally "between" Y u and Y V now hang directly from X o. The two parts of the caterpillar "outside" of X VI and X Vrn also hang off X 0 as subtrees, but we ignore them, analyzing only the "inhomogeneous star" formed by X 0 and 1: in hopes that if there is "squared correlation" along the edges to 1:, then conditioning on them typically makes Var[Xo] small, so XV I and X Vrn have very small covariance. (We can insert the absolute-value sign because the right-hand side is nonnegative.) Our quantity of interest is the sum of (7) over all y E {±1}i'. We show that, (7) is nondecreasing in Pj for every y E {±1}i' and j E [m -1]. , we re t e two conditional probabilities do not depend on Pj. Thus, P _ P J" (9) for some b, C not depending on Pj. This function is nondecreas ing iff the denominator in (9) is nonnegative for Pj = O. It is a probability, so it is nonnegative.
• Although E [ICov[ X1,Xm]1 I yl is a nondecreasing function of Pi, we expect it to be a decreasing function of I p( e) I for all edges e not on the path between X VI and X Vrn . Intuitively, increasing one such Ip ( e) I gives more information about its ancestor variable X Vi on the path, decreasing the expected covariance between X VI and X Vrn .
IV. THE INHOMOGENEOUS STAR
Suppose we are given any 1FT 7 and we would like to upper bound the expected covariance of some particular pair of leaves Y u, Y v. We reduce this to analyzing the expected covariance of the leaves' parents X Vp X Vrn ' The monotonicity result of Theorem 10 implies that this expected covariance only increases if all edge-correlations along the path between X V I , X Vrn are 1. We imagine contracting the path to one random variable X o.
follows immediately from Hoeffding's inequality.
• V. PROOF OF THEOREM C Let 7 = (V, E, p) be a simple information flow caterpillar tree with t ;::: 2 leaves as described in §II. We write X l , ... , X t for the vertex random variables along 7's spine and Y 1, ... , Y t for the leaf random variables, with ei denoting the edge between Xi and Yi. We write Ri = XiYi for the edge random variable that 7 associates to ei, and we write Pi = E[Ri] ' 
because Ru, Rv are independent of (Xu, X v, Y).
Given u, v, let 7' denote 7 with edges eu, ev deleted. We may apply our monotonicity result Theorem 10 to 7', with P being the spine path between Xu and Xv ' Rais inf their edge correlations along P to 1 only increases E l l Cov[X u, X v]1 I Y ] appearing in (10) . We further upper-bound this quantity as follows: Write Tuv for the modification of T' in which P is contracted to a sin gle vertex with random variable Xo. By Lemma 11, we get E [ICov[ Xu, Xv]1 I Y ] ::; 4exp( -a(u, v)/2), where a ( u, v ) := 2:: {p; : i between u and v} . Therefore, for fixed 
VI. CONCLUS IONS
Lacking directions for proving Conjecture A, we believe that Conjecture B (the case of general IFTs) is a good place to start. Having proved Theorem C (the case of caterpillars), a natural case to consider is an 1FT where each leaf has distance at most two from a central path. It suffices to assume that each spine node has a single edge hanging off it, which in turn has a star hanging off it. Perhaps some of the "reconstruction" results from [4] in terms of effective resistance could be of use here. Another interesting special case of Conjecture B to resolve is that of a complete binary tree in which all edge correlations have the same value p. We believe that this case satisfies Conjecture B by a wide margin for all p, even with a sub-inverse-polynomial bound in place of O(l/t). Perhaps the formula in Theorem 8 could help prove this.
